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known as "Bapu" to his large family. His colleagues affectionately
called him "Bhai".
Apart from Kasturbai, the household wore European clothes.
Gandhi wore an easy lounge suit of a neat patterned material, a faint
blue stripe on a darker background being rather a favourite with
him, a stiff collar and tie, a black professional turban, and smart
shoes and socks.
The tendency towards simplicity begun at Phoenix now influenced
the Johannesburg home. Gandhi introduced as much simplicity as
possible in a barrister's house. The liking for doing physical labour
increased. Gandhi purchased an American hand-mill for £7. Every
morning at 6.30, all the male members of the household assembled
for grinding wheat—all bread being made at home. The grinding
took from fifteen to thirty minutes. Other exercise took the form of
skipping, at which Gandhi was an adept.
His office in Johannesburg was about six miles from his house.
For some time he used to cycle but soon he gave it up and walked
the whole distance. He never used a rickshaw as he disliked the idea
of men being used as brutes. He left house at 7.30 in the morning
without any breakfast, reaching his office at 9, then opened letters
and dictated replies to Miss Schlesin till about 10.30, when he
went to court. He lunched at one. The meal consisted of dried and
fresh fruits and taking one full hour, as his assistants and a number
of friends were generally there to partake of his hospitality and con-
versation. He left office after 5 reached home at about 7 and had
his dinner with the large family. The dinner consisted of two courses.
Various kinds of vegetable dishes were served as the first course,
accompanied by a lentil dish, hard-baked wholemeal bread and
nut butter, and various little dishes of raw salad. The second course
would be a milk dish and raw fruit. After this, a kind of cereal
coffee or lemonade, hot or cold according to the season, rounded
off the meal. Dinner-time was generally passed in light conversation,
jests and wit.
After dinner the family members used to sit silently together whilst
Gandhi intoned a couple of verses from the Gita, and Polak would
read the English equivalent from Arnold's 'The Song Celestial. Gandhi
explained the difficult passages and a general discussion followed.
When guests were present, the philosophies of different countries
would be compared and mystic experiences dwelt upon.

